Season 11
Social Media Toolkit
PBS SoCal and Variety present "Variety Studio: Actors on Actors," a series of half-hour specials that take you inside the biggest movies of the year through candid conversations between some of today's most acclaimed actors.
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**S11 E1: Tom Hanks, Brad Pitt and more**

Tom Hanks (A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood) with Renée Zellweger (Judy)
Brad Pitt (Once Upon a Time in Hollywood) with Adam Sandler (Uncut Gems)
Awkwafina (The Farewell) with Taron Egerton (Rocketman)

**Facebook**

Ever wondered what it’s like for an actor to play an actual, real person? Don’t miss the season premiere of @Variety Studio: Actors on Actors. We’ll learn about how Renée Zellweger took on Judy Garland, @tomhanks characterized Mister Rogers, and @awkwafina developed her character—which happened to be her director Lulu Wang. Plus, Brad Pitt, @adamsandler and Taron Egerton. Tune in or stream [TUNE IN TIME].

**Instagram**

Ever wondered what it’s like for an actor to play an actual, real person? Don’t miss the season premiere of @Variety Studio: Actors on Actors. We’ll learn about how Renée Zellweger took on Judy Garland, @tomhanks characterized Mister Rogers, and @awkwafina developed her character—which happened to be her director Lulu Wang. Plus, Brad Pitt, @adamsandler and Taron Egerton. Tune in or stream [TUNE IN TIME].

**Twitter**

How did Renée Zellweger prepare to play Judy Garland? Simple. She just watched everything she could. Tune in or stream the season premiere of @Variety Studio: #ActorsOnActors [TUNE IN TIME]

What was it like for @tomhanks to play Mister Rogers? In a word—soothing. Tune in or stream the season premiere of @Variety Studio: #ActorsOnActors [TUNE IN TIME]

Love @TaronEgerton’s “bling” in Rocketman? Some of it belonged to Sir Elton John himself. Egerton explains on the season premiere of @Variety Studio: #ActorsOnActors. Tune in or stream [TUNE IN TIME]

**S11 E2: Scarlett Johansson, Eddie Murphy and more**

Antonio Banderas (Pain & Glory) with Eddie Murphy (Dolemite Is My Name)
Chris Evans (Knives Out) with Scarlett Johansson (Marriage Story)
Mindy Kaling (Late Night) with Constance Wu (Hustlers)

**Facebook**
On the next episode of @Variety Studio: Actors on Actors, find out how having a heart attack changed @AntonioBanderas’ career, what scares @EddieMurphy when developing a character, and why @chrisevans thinks Scarlett Johansson deserves an Oscar. Plus stories and reflections from @OfficialMindyKaling and @ConstanceWu. Tune in or stream [TUNE IN TIME]

**Instagram**
On the next episode of @Variety Studio: Actors on Actors, find out how having a heart attack changed @antoniobanderasoficial’ career, what scares Eddie Murphy when developing a character, and why Chris Evans thinks Scarlett Johansson deserves an Oscar. Plus stories and reflections from @mindykaling and @constancewu. Tune in or stream [TUNE IN TIME]

**Twitter**
@chrisevans thinks Scarlett Johansson and Adam Driver deserve Oscars for A Marriage Story. Find out why on the next episode of @Variety Studio: #ActorsOnActors. Tune in or stream [TUNE IN TIME]

“If I had a bad day or said something lame or unfunny, I was like, ‘Oh, this is what they must think all Indian women are like.’” -@mindykaling who shares stories from her early career as a writer and actor on the next episode of @Variety Studio: #ActorsOnActors. Tune in or stream [TUNE IN TIME]

On the next episode of @Variety Studio: #ActorsOnActors @ConstanceWu shares her thoughts on why everyone benefits when Hollywood gets more diverse. Tune in or stream [TUNE IN TIME]

**S11 E3: Charlize Theron, Alfre Woodard and more**
Adam Driver (Marriage Story) with Charlize Theron (Bombshell)
Cynthia Erivo (Harriet) with Alfre Woodard (Clemency)
Shia LaBeouf (Honey Boy) with Kristen Stewart (Seberg)

**Facebook**
The next episode of @Variety Studio: Actors on Actors has us feeling the love. We'll learn what @charlizetheron loves in a director, where Alfre Woodard’s favorite place in the world is, and how being an actor gives @LaBeouffRonkkoTurner the feels. Plus Adam Driver, @cynthiaerivo and Kristen Stewart share their experiences. Tune in or stream [TUNE IN TIME]

**Instagram**
The next episode of @Variety Studio: Actors on Actors has us feeling the love. We'll learn what @charlizeafrica loves in a director, where @realalfrewoodard’s favorite place in the world is, and how being an actor gives Shia LaBeouf (@labeoufronkkoturner) the feels. Plus Adam Driver, @cynthiaerivo and Kristen Stewart share their experiences. Tune in or stream [TUNE IN TIME]
Kristen Stewart finds it “scary” to watch Shia LaBeouf (@thecampaignbook) in movies. Find out why on the next episode of @Variety Studio: #ActorsOnActors. Tune in or stream [TUNE IN TIME]

On the next episode of @Variety Studio: #ActorsOnActors @CharlizeAfrica educates us all on what happens when “the writing’s bad.” Tune in or stream [TUNE IN TIME].

.@CynthiaEriVo hasn’t left Harriet Tubman behind. Find out how playing the iconic abolitionist changed Erivo on the next episode of @Variety Studio: #ActorsOnActors. Tune in or stream [TUNE IN TIME]

**S11 E4: Jennifer Lopez, Laura Dern and more**
Jennifer Lopez (Hustlers) with Robert Pattinson (The Lighthouse)
Sterling K. Brown (Waves) with Laura Dern (Marriage Story)
Beanie Feldstein (Booksmart) with Florence Pugh (Little Women)

Facebook
On the next episode of @Variety Studio: Actors on Actors, we’ll learn how @jenniferlopez and Beanie Feldstein took on characters that were completely new for them, how Robert Pattinson dove into The Lighthouse, and hear Laura Dern and @sterlingkb1 discuss approaching heartbreak in a role. Plus, Florence Pugh shares behind-the-scenes stories from Little Women. Tune in or stream [TUNE IN TIME]

Instagram
On the next episode of @Variety Studio: Actors on Actors, we’ll learn how @jlo and @beaniefeldstein took on characters that were completely new for them, how Robert Pattinson dove into The Lighthouse, and hear @lauradern and @sterlingkbrown discuss approaching heartbreak in a role. Plus, @florencepugh shares behind-the-scenes stories from Little Women. Tune in or stream [TUNE IN TIME]

Twitter
“I can smell what the Dern is cooking and I like it.” –@SterlingKBrown speaking for all of us on the next episode of @Variety Studio: #ActorsOnActors. Tune in or stream [TUNE IN TIME]

If Robert Pattinson played characters he could relate to, he’d play one “chronically insecure loser” after another. His words, not ours. Pattinson explains on the next episode of @Variety Studio: #ActorsOnActors. Tune in or stream [TUNE IN TIME]

Noticed a fantastic chemistry among the cast of Little Women? @Florence_Pugh says it’s real and they shared that chemistry on camera and off. Learn more behind-the-scenes stories from the film on the next episode of @Variety Studio: #ActorsOnActors [TUNE IN TIME]